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Abstract. Erdös and Lorentz showed that by considering the special kind of

the polynomials better bounds for the derivative are possible. Let us denote by

Hn the set of all polynomials whose degree is n and whose zeros are real and

lie inside [-1, 1 ). Let Pn € H„ and Pn ( 1 ) = 1 ; then the object of Theorem 1

is to obtain the best lower bound of the expression f}_{ \P¡,(x)\p dx for p > 1

and characterize the polynomial which achieves this lower bound. Next, we say

that Pn £ Sn[0, oo) if Pn is a polynomial whose degree is n and whose roots

are all real and do not lie inside [0, oo). In Theorem 2, we shall prove Markov-

type inequality for such a class of polynomials belonging to S„[0, oo) in the

weighted Lp norm (p integer). Here \\Pn\\Lp = (/0°° \Pn{x)\pe-xdx)1/? . In

Theorem 3 we shall consider another analogous problem as in Theorem 2.

Introduction

Let Hn be the set of all polynomials whose degree is n and whose zeros are

real and lie inside [-1, 1). Concerning this class of polynomials belonging to

Hn we shall prove the following theorem.

Theorem 1. Let P„ £ H„, subject to the condition P„(l) - I. Then we have (for

P>\)

(i.i) /' \K(x)\
np

pdx>
2P~l((n-l)p+l)'

with equality iff Pn(x) = (LjL)" ■

The case p — 2 was considered in [5] and [8].

In 1964 G. Szegö [6] studied the order of magnitude of ||-f,íll¿cx>/ll-'«ll¿oo f°r
unrestricted polynomials P„ of degree < n for the norm

||/>„|| = sup | J>„ (*)<>-* |
*>o

on (0, oo ). More precisely, he proved the following
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Theorem A. Let Pn(x) be a polynomial of fixed degree n and not vanishing

identically. Then we have

\\Pn\\<cn\\Pn\\,    « = 2,3,....

In 1968, G. G. Lorentz [4] considered the problem of G. Szegö for the special

polynomials with positive coefficients in x

n

Pn(x) = J2akxk,    ak>0,k = 0,l,...,n
fc=0

and where the norm of a function Pn on (0, oo) is given by

\P„\\ = sup\P„(x)e
x>0

-w(x)\

where w(x) increases on (0, oo).
Motivated by the theorems of G. Szegö [6] and Lorentz [4] and the earlier

result of the author [9] we shall consider the following problem concerning

the class of polynomials P £ Sn[0, oo). Here let S„[0, oo) be the set of all

polynomials whose degree is n and whose roots are real and do not lie inside

[0, oo). It is easy to see that if Pn £ S„[0, oo), then it can be expressed in the

form
n

Pn(x) = ^2 akxk ,        ak > 0 for k = 0, 1, ... , n.
k=0

Now, we state the following.

Theorem 2. Let
n

P„(x) = ^2 akxk ,        ak > 0 for k = 0, 1, ... , n.
k=0

Then, we have for any positive integer p

n2v SfWWre-'dx      1
1 ' ' f~\Pn(x)\Pe-*dx-p\

with equality iff Pn(x) = ax .
It is of some interest to remark that the extreme value in the above inequality

is independent of the degree of the polynomials. In view of the above theorem,

we shall now prove

Theorem 3. Let P„ e5„[0, oo) and r, p be positive integers. Then we have (for

r<p)

(1.3)     r \Pn(x)\rx"-xe-x dx < *r(wr + 'n   r7 1)! r\Pn(x)\'Xo-xe-*dx
Jo [nr + p - ly.     j0

with equality iff P„(x) = ax" .

2. Proof of Theorem 1

Let P„ e H„, P„(l) = I . We shall denote the zeros of P„(x) by xn, xn-\,

... , x2, xx satisfying the inequality

(2.1) -1 < x„ < x„-\ < ■ •• < x2 < xx < 1.
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We may express Pn(x) by

n

(2.2) Pn(x) = c]l(x-xi),    P„(l)=l.
(=i

Next, we note that

(2.3) Pn(x)>0,    xx<x<l.

From (2.1)-(2.3) and

(2-4) Pn(x) = Pn(x)J2^TV
i=i x    Xi

we obtain

(2.5) P'n(x)>0,    xx<x<l.

Next, we note that for y > 0 and p > 1 we have

(2.6) yp-i>p(y-i)

with equality only for y = 1 or for p — 1. Proof of (2.6) can be given

as follows. Consider (y > 0, p > 1) <p(y) = yp - 1 - p(y - I). Then <p(l) =
0, tp'(l) = 0, <p"(y) = /?(/>- l)^-2 > 0. Therefore, by using Taylor's Theorem,
we have

fly) = f(i) + (y - Wm + p"«)^p-

=y.-K)azi>!=^-')^-');>o

(£ being between y and 1).
From this (2.6) follows. Next, we put

yasSW'    HP-OP

in (2.6). Then we have (xx <x< 1) after some simplification

W,)  - {x-x„)>-i

w      '    (x-xn)P

Clearly, then

•' .  rx P'iy\(pjy\\p~1
jf \P'n(x)\pdx>pn"-x jf P"((flP;n(^r  ¿*

L (* - x„)p

(2.7)

Next, we note that
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Therefore, from (2.7) and above we obtain

Since

0<x-xk<x-xn,    k = 1,2,..., n,    xx < x < I,

we have

- (x - x„)' -    -

From above and (2.8) we obtain

(2.9) n" f ^n{X}]l dx < f(P'n(x)fdx
Jx\  \x      xnr Jxx

and

)Ydx

with equality iff P'(x) = ^r1 and x„ = -1, p > 1.
X     Xfi

From the above (1.1) follows. Thus, we have proved Theorem 1.

3. Proof of Theorem 2

We set
n

P„(x) = ^akxk,       ak >0,k = 0, 1, ... , n,

k=0

and note that Pn\x) is a polynomial of degree <n-r in x with nonnegative

coefficients. If we denote

n

Pn(x) = a0 + rn(x), a0 >0, rn(x) = ^akxk,    ak>0,

k=\

then we notice that

,-n ¡~{P'n{x)Ye-*dx     J0°°(r'n(x))Pe-*dx

( ■ ' f0°°(Pn(x))Pe-*dx - J0°°(rn(x))Pe-dx '

Therefore, in order to prove Theorem 2 it is enough to consider the class

of all polynomials P„(x) of degree < n in x with nonnegative coefficients
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subject to the condition that Pn(0) — 0. Next, we note that Pn\x) > 0, for

0 < x < oo, and
/•OO

/   (P'n(x)y-r(Pn(x))'e-xdx
Jo

/•oo

= /    Pn(x)(Pn(x)y-r-x(Pn(x)Ye-xdx
Jo

/•OO

= - /    Pn(x)[-(P„(x))p-r-x(Pn(x)Ye-x + r(Pn(x)Y-x(P„(x)Y-re-x
Jo

+ (p -r-l)(Pn(x)y-r-2Pn'(x)(Pn(x))re-x]dx.

From above, we may conclude that
/•OO

(r+l)       (P'n(x)y-r(Pn(x))re-xdx
Jo

/•OO

= /   (Pn(x)y-r-x(Pn(x))r+xe-xdx

Jo
/•OO

+ (r+l-p)       (P'n(x)y-<-2P';(x)(Pn(x)Ye-xdx
Jo

/•OO

</    (Pn(x)Y-r-x(P„(x)Y+xe-xdx   (p>r+l)
Jo

with equality iff P„(0) = 0 and Pn'(x) = 0.
Putting r = 0, I, ... , p -I we obtain

/   (P'n(x)Ye-xdx<-       (Pn(x)Ye-xdx
Jo P- Jo

with equality iff Pn'(x) = 0 and Pn(0) = 0.
From this the proof of Theorem 2 is complete.

4. Proof of Theorem 3

Let xx, x2, ... , x„ be any real zero of P„ £ Sn[0, oo). Then xk < 0, k —
1,2,...,«. Also, using Turán's identity [7] we have

(4.1) (pn(X))2 - p„(x)p';(x) = (pn(X))2 ¿ {x}Xk)1 ■

Therefore we obtain
n

X[(P'n(x))2 - Pn(x)P';(x)} = P2(X) J2    {x _ Xky
H-2) k:x

k=\x Xk

Since P„ £ Sn[0, oo), it follows that PJir)(x) > 0 for 0 < x < oo.
We now claim that (j + I < r < p)

(4.3)

/•OO

/    (Pn(x)y-J(Pn(x)yXr-xe-xdx
Jo

n f°°
<7-TV1-■ /   (P'n(x)Y-J-x(Pn(x))i+xxp-xe-xdx.

(«- l)r + p + j Jo   v "v  "        v    v  "
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First we note that for j + 1 < r < p we have

/•OO

IrJ= /    (Pn(x))r-J(Pn(x)yxP-xe-xdx
Jo

/•OO

= /   (Pn(x)y-J-2(Pn(x)yx»-xe-x((Pn(x))2 - Pn(x)P':(x))dx
Jo

/•oo

+ /    (Pn(x)y-J-2(Pn(x)y+xxr-xe-xPn'(x)dx;
Jo

using (4.2), we have

/•OO

irj< /  (P'n(x)y-j-x(pn(x)y+xxp-2e-xdx
Jo10

/•oo(4.4)
+' /   (Pñ(x)y-j-2(Pn(x))j+xxp-xe-xPn'(x)dx

Jo>0

Next, we observe that

(4.5)
/•OO

/    Pn'(x)(Pn(x)y-J-2(Pn(x)y+xx"-xe-x dx
Jo

1        r°° d
= J—]^TJo   Jx-(pñ(x)Y-i-i(Pn(x))j+lxp-le-xdx

1 /*°°

—rrrd (K{x)r"
x {-e-xxp-x(P„(x))j+x +(p- l)xp-2e-x(Pn(x))j+x

+ (j+l)(Pn(x)yP'n(x)xp-xe-x}dx.

From (4.4) and (4.5) we obtain

/•oo

Ir,j<  /    (P'n(x)y-i-x(Pn(x)y+xxp-2e-xdx
Jo

+ -—-r /    (P'n(x))r-i-x(Pn(x)y+xe-xxp-xdx
r - J - i 7o

- -^-r H(P'n(x)y-i-x(Pn(x)y+xxp-2e-xdx
r - J - i Jo

_     7+1    7   .
r-7- 1  rJ-

From above, we obtain

/•oo

r/rj <(r-p-j)       (Pn(x))r-j-x(Pn(x)y+xxp'2e-xdx
(4-6) 7o

+ /   (P'n(x))r-]'x(P„(x)y+xxp-xe-x dx.
Jo

Next, we note that

(n-\)r+j+\

(4.7)       (fïwrH(i',w)i+1=   £   6^>    **^°-
it=i
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Therefore,
,00

/   (Pn(x))r-J-x(Pn(x))j+xxp-xe-x dx
Jo

(n-\)r+j+\

=     £     bk       xk+p-xe~xdx

k=l

(n-l)r+j+l

£     bk(k+p-l)\
k=\

and

,00 (n-\)r+j+l

/   (Pn(x))r-j-x(Pn(x))j+xxp-2e-xdx=     £     bk(k + p-2)\
7o ,._,

From these two relations, it follows that

,00

/    (Pn(x))r-j-x(Pn(x))j+xxp-xe-x dx

(4-8)        Jo

< ((n-l)r + j + p) /    (Pn(x))r-J-x(Pn(x)y+xxp-2e-xdx.
Jo

Therefore, using (4.8) and (4.6) we obtain

r,'.i s (' + (n-7)r + /+p) £{K(*)r'-\r.b)Y'*l*-i*-*ix

-(n.l;\1+p[mx)rl~,{p-{x)r'x,~'e~'dx-

From above, (4.3) follows, for j + 1 < r <p .
The proof of (4.3) for _/ + 1 = r is as follows. From (4.8) we have

,oo ,oo

/    (Pn(x))rxp-xe-xdx<(nr + p- 1) /    (Pn(x))rxp-2e-xdx.
Jo Jo10

Also
,oo

/    (P'n(x)y-'(Pn(x)yxp-xe-xdx
Jo

,oo

= /    P'n(x)(Pn(x))r-xxp-xe-x dx
Jo
1    Z"00   d

—,L   T^p"ix))'x"le"dx

1    f00
= -- /   (Pn(x))r(-e-xxp-{ + (p- l)xp-2e~x)dx

r Jo

i(l-i^h)f(p"ix)Yx'-'e-"dx
n t°°

=-7       (Pn(x)Yxp-xe-xdx.
nr + p-l Jo        v  '
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From (4.3), we have (j + I < r < p)

hL°°(Pn(x)yxp-xe-xdx

10

(4.9) <

<

j0°°(Pn(xyxp-xe-*dx

[(« - l)r + p][(n - l)r + p + 1] • • • [(« - l)r + p + r - 1]

nr(nr + p - r - 1)!

(nr + p- l)\

((4.9) become an equality for Pn(x) = ax").

This proves Theorem 3 as well.
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